St Teresa’s Gardens
Special Edition Newsletter

Demolition Event 2016

Introduction

This newsletter is a special edition to mark to demolition of the front block of St Teresa’s Gardens which was home to many families and to shops and sports clubs. Demolition of the original flat blocks are very significant for the residents and the community.

On the 8th September 2016 Dublin City Council and the St Teresa’s Gardens Regeneration
Board hosted a community event to mark this demolition. Events marking demolition of the
flat blocks bring the older and current community back together.

St Teresa’s Gardens is an estate that was built in the 1950’s and housed hundreds of families.
With about 350 flats and houses the estate was one of the biggest in Dublin city. Today there
are 50 families still living in the estate, residing mainly in newly done-up flats.

This is St Teresa’s Gardens, a place where people live and where people are from. The
name is engrained in people’s identity and it is part of who they are.

The next step for the estate and the community in St Teresa’s Gardens are the new houses
and apartments that are planned for on the estate and will back onto Eugene Street.

No longer will the 12 red brick blocks of flats and terrace houses stand. As one resident
Shaleen Kavanagh said:

‘the sky of Dublin City will be changed forever’.

We want to say a massive thank you to all the
residents and people who used to live in St Teresa’s gardens for coming out and getting involved in the event.

With a very special thanks to Shaleen Kavanagh, Kris Taylor and Sara Lawlor for your contributions to planning the
event and for talking and singing on the day. The event was a
great success and that is due in no small part to you and your
contributions.

Thank you to Minister Coveney, Deputy Lord Mayor Rebecca
Moynihan, Cllr Críona Ní Dhálaigh and Cllr Tina McVeigh, all
Board members, Dublin City Council and everyone who participated and helped make the event so enjoyable.

Photo’s of
the day

Some more photo’s
of the day

What St Teresa’s Gardens means to me...
by Shaleen Kavanagh
I was asked what St Teresa’s Gardens meant to me. Well it means two things. First my family, my two nans and grandda lived in the flats. My nanny Mary lived in 226 and raised 13
children in her there bedroom flat and my nanny Essie raised eight in 118. Second is pride,
my nan said her flat was her palace. It wasn't on acres of land but it had an indoor toilet
and a small kitchen with hot water. They would say there is no place like the flats.

It was an open air crèche for kids. They could watch the kids play ball against the pram
sheds skipping, hide and seek...just watching them would put a smile on their faces. You
could let them down and the whole block would keep an eye on them. They said the neighbours were amazing, you would be standing on the landing and they would say ‘are you
ok?’, the gas was always on for a cup of tea or a bowl of soup from the biggest pot, you had
to climb in to clean it! It was nicknamed the Mount joy Pot.

When I moved in with my nan I met so many families and friends. My nans and grandda
were right, there is no place like St Teresa’s Gardens and the people who were the first to
live here when they opened and to the day the last block comes down. The sky's of Dublin
will never be the same without St Teresa’s Gardens.

Dedicated to Mary Mc Grail and Ester Kavanagh

Residents, speakers and Visitors

Residents, speakers and Visitors with Minister Coveney

St Teresa’s Gardens Regeneration project; Then and Now
By Stephen Shiels
St Teresa’s Gardens regeneration board was established in 2006 to oversee the regeneration of St
Teresa’s Gardens. The project itself was very ambitious and set out to change the face of the
south inner city. The project was to deliver 600 units in total, 150 social and 150 affordable units
and 300 private apartments. In addition there was a retail and commercial aspect to the project.
It was to be a Private Public Partnership project and was to include Player wills and the Bailey Gibson Sites.

The project collapsed in 2008 as a result of the economic downturn, and the City Council decided
to set up a task force to come up with a scaled down plan for the complex. This plan is the one we
are currently working on and includes two consolidated blocks comprising 56 refurbished units
and a precinct improvement programme.
Today after a number of setbacks we have a new plan to make the complex a great place to live
and bring up your children. The consolidation blocks have just been completed and the applications to reside in the complex has been oversubscribed. The two blocks have now been allocated
and the new tenants will be moving in shortly. The precinct improvement programme will kick off
shortly and the residents association and the regeneration board as well as Dublin City Council has
been very active in the planning of this improvement project.
The next big development will be the construction of the new houses on the site that originally
housed seven blocks of flats. The demolition of these blocks was a time for new beginnings, however it was tinged with sadness. The cherished memories of bygone days will always be part of
this vibrant community that has had its fair share of disappointment and setbacks.
While demolition usually signals the end of something, in this case it will create opportunities for
all the residents who have waited so long for their new homes to be built. The construction of
these new homes will involve all the residents who will be part of a new community. This community will have different ideas and will be given the opportunity to be involved in the design of the
interior of their new homes, this will involve the selection of a colour scheme for each room, landscaping of their gardens, and the overall design of the streetscape.
There will be a number of challenges in the future, but I believe that the residents will be well able
to deal with them. We need to get more residents involved in the community work, this work will
be focused on the employment opportunities for residents, also keeping the blocks neat and tidy
and ensuring that there neighbours are not disturbed by noise or other issues. Lets make St Teresa’s Gardens a fantastic place to live and bring up the children, this will be achieved if we all work
together.
Happy Christmas!

Releasing St Teresa’s
Gardens Memories
UP….
On the day everyone was invited to write
down what St Teresa’s Gardens means to
them. These memories were then sealed in
envelopes and attached to bunches of balloons. But the memories were too heavy to fly
away and so we saved them in safe place.

UP….

BUT NOT AWAY!!!!!!!!!!

TERESA’S GARDENS MEMORIES
SNAPSHOTS OF SOME OF YOUR MEMORIES

TERESA’S GARDENS MEMORIES
SOME MORE MEMORIES

DEMOLIITION BEGINS….

What the Media Said on the day….

The Journal.ie; 'Great memories during times of great hardship': Block of St Teresa's
Gardens to be demolished

Former residents will gather to watch the block come down this afternoon.
Later today, the final block of flats in the first phase of regeneration in St Teresa’s Gardens will be demolished. It is a bittersweet day for those who called the flats home for
years or even generations. The last residents of the south inner city council flats moved
to their new homes in November last .

year. The celebration of the long-awaited regeneration project’s success will be tinged with
sadness, as former dwellers say goodbye to homes they grew up in and raised families in,
full of memories both happy and sad. Andrew O’Connell, a former resident of the flat complex, said there are “a huge number of good, positive memories, but there was huge hardship throughout the years. There was always a huge community spirit, we had the football
club which was central, the boxing club and people just volunteering all the time – no one
else was going to do it for us”.

Families really looked out for one another, doors were always open, you’d always get a dinner in someone’s house or someone’s mam would look after you if yours was out working.
There are painful memories, however, for some former residents of the flats. It wasn’t an
easy life for many kids growing up there – drugs and alcohol in particular played a huge
part in destroying many families. For some there were no proper structures, their lives
were chaotic and they had nowhere to turn to so they got involved in crime and got locked
up or started sticking heroin syringes in their arms.
A number of residents over the years lost their lives to drug abuse. One thing those who
called St Teresa’s Gardens home will always be proud of is how the community took a stand
to tackle the drugs problem in the 80s. “We had a really strong tenants association that
was very active in getting the government to take action.” The block that is being demolished today is the last in this first phase of regeneration and was a meeting point for the
community as it contained a number of shops.

O’Connell has fond memories of some of the characters who owned the businesses.
“You had Mrs Moore’s chemist. She had cures for everything, she wasn’t just a chemist,
she was very much like a mother to a lot of people. When money was in short supply,
there was always a system in place, if Mary didn’t have it this week, Mrs Moore wouldn’t
see her go without.”
Lyndsey Anderson, who is the regeneration coordinator for St Teresa’s Gardens
toldTheJournal.ie the demolition will be “very emotional for people” because they were
so connected to the community. When the claw strikes the building, it scrapes it away
and exposes the inside of the flat. There’s something very poignant about that. Though it
will be a sad day for a lot of people, she said the demolition is ‘a signal towards the future and what’s happening next, which is new homes for the residents.

Independent.ie; Tears and memories as St Teresa's Gardens torn down
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It may have long served its purpose, but former residents struggled to hold back the tears as
the final block of St Teresa's Gardens was knocked to the ground. The demolition was part of
a regeneration programme in the Donore Avenue area of the south inner city, which has
seen 10 houses and seven flat complexes demolished already. A further two blocks were refurbished in the area, with an agreement for the construction of 34 houses and 16 apartments in place.

A garden party held nearby to count down to demolition time was attended by Housing
Minister Simon Coveney. As the countdown reached its climax, golden balloons were released into the sky - sealed envelopes were attached with personal memories of former
tenants written inside.
Carmel Radford (50) lived there all her life in a three-bedroom flat that she shared with
her parents, her eight brothers and five sisters. It was a squeeze, but she wouldn't have
had it any other way. "I'm very emotional - it's heart-breaking to see your whole life going," Carmel said. "It was brilliant. You wouldn't get neighbours or friends like it.

"You could walk out your door, leave it wide open and just say 'Throw your eye on the door
there. At one stage you could see them (neighbours) every day of the week, every second of
the day, and now all of a sudden, you'd be lucky to see them once a year," she added.
Her sister Valerie said living in the flats had shaped her as a person. "It's very sad - I lived here
for 56 years," she said. "It made me a better person. Put it this way, I'd never be ashamed to
say that I came from Donore Avenue, and I still wouldn't to this day."
Her pal Breda Massey (54) said dozens of children would play from dusk until dawn outside
the flats. There were no safety fears, as neighbours made sure the kids were always in sight.
"We were sent down the flats to play and nobody got lost because everybody watched everybody else's kids.

"If I got a house in Teresa's Garden's I'd move straight back," she added. However, both
agreed that the flats had served their purpose, and were now in poor condition.
Speaking after the demolition began, Mr Coveney said the regeneration was about
"transforming people's lives. This was a flat complex that was built in the late '40s, early
'50s. At the time it was a solution for housing for many families, but it's totally outdated
now. What we're trying to do here, what we're doing in Dolphin House, what we're going
to be doing in O'Devaney Gardens, is about regenerating communities, not just building
new homes. "We're going to spend tens of millions of taxpayers' money building new
communities that people can be proud of. The families that had to be relocated out of
here during the demolition work can come back in here and look forward to that and be
part of communities where their children can grow up."

The Irish Times; St Teresa’s residents celebrate demolition of old flats
Tearing-down of final western flat complex significant landmark in €12.5 million regeneration
Residents of St Teresa’s Gardens in Dublin gathered to watch on Thursday as the last block
of 1950s-era flats were demolished ahead of a new housing development.
At 4.15pm, the demolition equipment crashed into a three-story complex which fronts the
entrance of the south inner city estate, one of the oldest high-density social housing sites in
the city. It marked a significant moment in the first phase of a €12.5 million regeneration
project which will eventually see dozens of families rehomed on the site of the old buildings.
The sight of the flats’ concrete façade tumbling to the ground was greeted by cheers and applause from a collection of locals, who attended a reception in the nearby community hall to
celebrate the achievements of the regeneration project so far.
It is hoped the new units will start to become available from the beginning of next year, and
St Teresa’s residents who have been moved to other parts of the city in the intervening period will be given priority for moving back to their old community. Watching proceedings
was James Boyne, who has lived in the area for six decades having moved there as a twoyear-old from nearby Francis Street.
“When I was only young these flats were out of this world, they were great,” said Mr Boyne,
one of the tenants who was moved into two blocks of flats that were comprehensively refurbished to

act as temporary accommodation after his old home was levelled last year. He said of his
new one-bed apartment, which is an amalgamation of two old flats under the original
configuration: “In my old flat you couldn’t swing a kitten in the kitchen - you could swing a
tiger in it now it’s that big, it’s brilliant! “People do want to come back. My daughter actually said to me ‘da, if I had’ve known that they were going to be this nice, I would have
never moved’.”
St Teresa’s has been beset by social problems over the decades, including drugs, crime
and unemployment, and has faced many delays in its regeneration programme after a
comprehensive public private partnership scheme fell through during the economic crash.
Despite its problems, St Teresa’s regeneration board member and resident Kristine Taylor said she loved living there. “It was lovely. Everyone was very welcoming, very neighbourly. I have nothing bad to say about it at all. It’s a very safe place,” she said.
The ceremony was attended by Minister for Housing Simon Coveney, who described the
complex, which was built more than 60 years ago, as “totally outdated”. “At the time it
was a solution for housing for many families but it’s totally outdated now,” said the Minister, amid some playful heckling from locals. “There’s been huge frustration in this community that this could have been done maybe a decade ago. It didn’t... but it can happen
now.”

ST TERESA'S GARDENS: Members of the media wait for demolition to start as part of the regeneration of St Teresa's
Gardens, Dublin. Photograph: Brenda Fitzsimons/The Irish Times

FROM THE DAYS NEWSPAPERS

How do you sleep? Chris Mc Carthy
How do you sleep?
How do you sleep my wealthy friend?
When you purpose filled day draws to an end
Are you tormented with a guilty conscience?
Of the poor and the ‘have nots’ and all the nonsense.
When your head hits the pillow do you think with pleasure
Tomorrow will bring even more of the treasure?
Have you any idea what its like to be caged like a bird that should be free
Living in flats, bogged down by oppression.
The need for space a real obsession.

Can you imagine that hopeless feeling
To look from your window to see pushers dealing
Young children playing in the dirt and squalor
While you share an empathy from your cosy parlour.
No you could never in your wildest imagination
Know what its like to have no education,
To have been abused, to feel confused,
To put up a fight, only to lose.
Of that Celtic Tiger I know you’ve met him,
Just like the ring master you take control
One lash of the whip, on his belly, he’ll roll.
If from your path that tiger should stray
Show some guts and guide it our way.
So tonight my dear friend when you take to your bed
Please spare a thought of all I have said.

The design for the space in and
around the two blocks

What’s Next for St Teresa’s Gardens….
Upgrading work:
All the flats in the front two blocks have been done up. Most are allocated. There are 52
units here. There are 46 allocated. The outside of both these blocks will be painted grey and
cream. Lids are being added to all bins. The next step is to do up the area in and around the
two blocks This expected to begin in early 2017 and will involve re-surfacing, creating community spaces, and providing garden areas.

There is ongoing work on the site where the new homes will be built. This is called enabling
works and there are three stages. The first stage is complete, the second stage is underway
and the third is going to tender in the coming weeks. After this, the new homes can start.

There is ongoing social, economic and cultural regeneration projects happening in the estate with a focus on the community health project and employment and training.

Are you interested in getting involved in the regeneration process?

Do you want to hear more about the plans?

For any questions or queries please Contact
Lyndsey Anderson
Regeneration Board Coordinator
087 195 7798

The New Development - due to begin in 2017
New Apartments

New Houses
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New Road to the new
houses/ apartments

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to the following businesses in the Cork
Street area for the donations made to the raffle held by the Donore Avenue Men’s
Group on Wednesday 16th November. The proceeds of this raffle contributed towards
an outing for the group on Friday 18th November.


Plant Life



Morrissey’s Pub



Centra



The Track



Moore’s Pharmacy

The Donore Avenue Men’s Group for men aged 50+ is based in the Donore Avenue
Youth and Community Centre. It meets on a weekly basis and has recently begun running activities and outings. The group helps to combat isolation and supports mental,
emotional and physical wellbeing.
For more information on this group or if you want to get involved
please contact Una Rafferty on 01 475 9687 or drop into the Donore Youth and Community Centre, Donore Avenue, D8.

